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1.

Introduction
When listening to a lecture in a large auditorium it is often
diﬃcult to understand the speech. Among other factors,
comprehension may be impaired by reverberation, which is
sound reﬂecting from the wall, interfering with direct sound.
Based on the modulation transfer function (MTF), the speech
transmission index (STI) has been proposed as an objective
measure for speech intelligibility in rooms [1].
There are two types of processing for improving speech
intelligibility under reverberant conditions. One is called preprocessing, where signal processing is done before a signal is
radiated through a loudspeaker to prevent intelligibility
degradation. The other is called post-processing, where signal
processing is done on reverberant speech. Langhans et al. [2]
proposed a method for post-processing using a single
microphone, and Avendano et al. [3] extended their method.
Both researchers used so-called ‘‘modulation ﬁltering,’’ or
ﬁltering on a temporal envelope, after dividing the speech
signal into a series of subbands.
Langhans et al. [2] also tried modulation ﬁltering for the
pre-processing method. In their study, however, a large
improvement was not reported. Our group has also tested
speech intelligibility based on a similar type of modulation
ﬁltering [4–7]. In our previous studies, we emphasized
modulation characteristics of speech around 3–6 Hz which
corresponds to the syllabic rate of speech, and as a result, we
observed some tendencies toward improvement, although
they were not signiﬁcant.
In the present study, we focus on suppressing the steadystate portions of speech to investigate the eﬀect of modulation
ﬁltering on speech intelligibility. In light of the fact that
modulation ﬁltering essentially suppresses steady-state portions and emphasizes speech dynamics, we hypothesize that
steady-state suppressed speech sounds are more robust in the
case of reverberation. To test this hypothesis, we compare
intelligibilities of speech after adding reverberation to speech
signals with and without steady-state suppression.
2. Principle
2.1. Masking eﬀect
One of the major reasons reverberation lowers speech
intelligibility is that it smears subsequent speech segments. In
other words, the reverberant components of one segment
mask the segments that follow. As a result, the segments


following reverberating segments are harder to hear. This is
especially true when the reverberating segment has more
power, such as a vowel, and the subsequent, less, such as a
consonant.
Figures 1(a) and (b) show this eﬀect conceptually. Figure
1(a) is the original waveform of a nonsense word /aka/, and
Fig. 1(b) is a simulated waveform obtained by taking the
convolution of the impulse response of a hall and only the ﬁrst
vowel part of the original waveform. In Fig. 1(b), one can see
that due to reverberation the tail of the ﬁrst vowel /a/ has
relatively high power compared to that of the original
waveform of the following /ka/ (shown with a lighter color
in this ﬁgure).
Thus, in reverberation, a segment is always overlaid by
the reverberant components of previous segments. To reduce
this eﬀect, one may suppose that suppressing the power of
previous segments will increase intelligibility. However,
because this approach results in the suppression of all
segments, overall intelligibility actually declines. Instead,
suppressing the power of only steady-state portions is a
promising venture, because the information in steady-state
portions of the speech signal is relatively redundant with that
in transient segments [8].
2.2. Steady-state suppression
We used the D parameter by Furui (1986) to measure the
degree of steadiness of speech [9]. In Furui’s study, D is
deﬁned as the mean square of the regression coeﬃcients for
each time trajectory of cepstrum. In this study, we used the
mean square of the regression coeﬃcients for each time
trajectory of the logarithmic envelope of a subband, where a
subband was obtained by 1/3-octave analysis to simulate the
critical bands. The regression coeﬃcients were calculated
from the ﬁve adjacent values of the time trajectory, after
downsampling from the original sampling rate of 16 kHz, to
100 Hz.
We deﬁne a speech portion as steady-state when D is less
than a certain threshold. Once a portion is considered steadystate, the amplitude of the portion is multiplied by a factor less
than 1.0 (in this study, we used 0.4).
Figure 2(a) is an original speech signal, and Fig. 2(b) is
the reverberant signal simulated by taking the convolution of
the impulse response of a hall and the original signal (a).
Figure 2(c) shows the suppressed waveform of the original
(a). Figure 2(d) is the reverberant signal of the suppressed
signal (c).
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Fig. 1 (a) Original waveform of a nonsense word /aka/, (b) simulated waveform obtained by taking the convolution of the
impulse response of a hall and only the ﬁrst vowel part of the original waveform. The /ka/ portion of the original
waveform is shown with a lighter color in (b).

3.

Experiment
We conducted a perceptual experiment to see whether our
proposed method prevents degradation of speech intelligibility in the presence of reverberation. In the experiment, 20
Japanese syllables were used for an articulation test. Each
syllable (target) was embedded within a carrier sentence. We
used three processing conditions: ‘‘no proc,’’ ‘‘half proc,’’
and ‘‘whole proc.’’ The ‘‘no proc’’ condition was the control,
that is, no processing was applied. In the case of ‘‘half proc,’’
the steady-state suppression was applied but only for the ﬁrst
half of the sentence (up to just before the target). Because we
wanted to see the sole eﬀect of masking due to reverberation,
this ‘‘half proc’’ condition was included in the experiment. In
the case of ‘‘whole proc,’’ the steady-state suppression was
applied for the whole sentence.
Two impulse responses from two halls were used: Hall A
(reverberation time was 1.1 s) and Hall B (reverberation time
was 1.8 s). For each sentence, there were six conditions (3
types of processing  2 halls). Twelve subjects participated in
the experiment.
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No subject reported having any previous hearing problem.
Each subject listened to 60 stimuli and was asked to choose
one of 20 syllables based on what they heard for each trial.
4.

Results and discussions
The experimental results are listed in Table 1. The
subjects performed better when processing both the partial
and whole speech signals for Hall A, although the diﬀerences
were not statistically signiﬁcant ( p > 0:05). For Hall B,
however, the subjects performed better only when half of the
signal was processed, but not when the whole signal was
processed. It seems that because the reverberation was so
strong in Hall B, the subjects had diﬃculty perceiving
Table 1 % of correct responses.
Hall

A

B

no proc
half proc
whole proc

81.7
87.5
85.8

70.0
72.5
60.8
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Fig. 2 (a) Original waveform of a speech signal, (b) reverberant signal simulated by taking the convolution of the impulse
response of a hall and the original signal, (c) suppressed signal of the original, and (d) reverberant signal of (c).

syllables correctly when the whole sentence was processed.
Even with this strong reverberation, we observed some
tendency toward improvement (from 70.0% to 72.5%) by
reducing amount of masking (this diﬀerence was also not
statistically signiﬁcant).
5.

Conclusions
We compared intelligibilities of speech in reverberant
environments with and without steady-state suppression. As a
result, we conﬁrm that 1) reducing masking of the reverberant
components of the previous segments prevents the degradation of speech intelligibility, and 2) suppressing steady-state
portions of speech is useful as a pre-processing technique in a
certain reverberation condition. Because modulation ﬁltering
essentially suppresses steady-state portions and the steadystate suppression reduces amount of masking, we can
conclude that the modulation ﬁltering also reduces this
masking eﬀect.
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